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THIS IS NOT AN INTERVIEW SUMMARY BUT ONLY A TYPESCRIPT OF
RBW’S NOTES
Interview of
08/08/2004
[Material that is irrelevant to Los Tocayos Carlos and contains sensitive personal
information about one or more persons has been removed.]
Cindy Maxwell
[Material removed]
Eddie Schilling and I prearranged to make an unannounced visit with Cindy Maxwell at
her residence on this date.
cm first met and began living with ch in 1980. they lived in a small house [material
removed] cc on the same street ch’s mother fidela’s apt and just around the corner from
dina ybanez’s home. Cindy was working full time day shift at the cc library and arrived
home in the late afternoon daily from work. When she arrived home ch was either at
home, visiting with neighborhood friends, (only name cm remembered, mannie ellis
who died in prison) or was drinking at a bar which was approximately 3 blocks to the e
at ????? district. Cm and ch had no car so they relied on others for transportation so they
did things within walking distance of their home.
Ch was a drinker. He drank on a daily basis at least a 12 pack of bud lite (ch’s beer
of choice also confirmed by eddie) combined with unk amounts of hard liquor. Ch’s
drinking was a worry to cm and she encouraged him to slow down but he continued
to drink except for a 2-mo period when he “cut back some”. Ch has 2 brothers and a
sister??? Ch was close to her family and called her family his. Ch was very close to
cm’s mother Mary Jackson. One of cm’s brothers played pro football for the Cleveland
browns and visited cc on occasion. He too tried to convince ch to slow down on the
drinking wo success.
Ch was involved in an accident while partying with his brother Xavier on PI before cm
met ch. Cm was told ch was riding on the top of the cab of a moving pick up truck and
fell off injuring his head. Ch was in a comma for some 6-mos at memorial hospital in cc?
NOTE: When eddie and I arrived at cm’s residence and eddie introduced me and told her
I was working on some old death cases cm spontaneously commented she had all ready
talked to others about it and ch didn’t have anything to do with the 1983 killing because
he was in a comma as a result of injuries for an auto accident on pi however after some
questioning I was able to establish the accident occurred sometime before ch met cm in
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1980.
Cm reiterated many times that ch could not have “killed the girl at the gas station he
wasn’t that type of person”. According to cm ch’s brother was the type of person who
could kill someone, “he would fight with anyone when he was drinking” cm witnessed
fights between Xavier and cm which started in the house but ended up outside.(will ask
about knifes on next interview)
Cm talked about the dina y stabbing and seemed anxious to tell the details of the it as ch
told her. According to what ch told cm dy was seeing 4-men at one time including ch.
Dy for whatever reason asked one or more of her other boyfriend to kill ch. Ch found out
about it and stabbed dy. Before cm retired (for mental health reasons) (will get the date
on next interview) from the library dy came into the library and was friendly to cm. cm
did not acknowledge dy.
Ch was “very, very” close and protective of his sister paula. ch knew of and was upset
that Paula’s husband, Freddie schilling was involved with Dahlia Saucedo. Ch insisted
paula see a doctor in the early 80’s when she was dx with cancer. Paula lived w cm and
ch in their house at [material removed]. (will get dates)
Jim: On this interview I asked very few questions of Cindy, let her do the talking. Next
interview I will begin asking our questions. Input please on questions to ask. It seems to
me if ch admitted he stabbed dy he may have told her about the 1983 homicide???
R. Bruce Whitman
[Material removed]
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